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Executive Summary  
The University of Windsor through the Entrepreneurship, Practice and Innovation Centre is            
starting to develop programming around social impact, social innovation and social           
entrepreneurship. This document has the objective to support those efforts providing           
recommendations on how we can keep developing our social innovation ecosystem so that our              
university community can achieve a lasting and positive impact in the region of Windsor-Essex.              
This report outlines definitions around social innovation, explores university-based social          
innovation ecosystems, informs about our existing social innovation ecosystem, provides a           
benchmark for university-based social innovation ecosystems and recommendations for our          
ecosystem. 
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Introduction 
We live in a connected world with an ease of access to information as there never was before.                  
This easy access to information is changing the dynamics of how our societies work and has                
raised questions about the good that is doing or not living in such a connected world. From                 
these questions, I would like to mention how in some regions of the world the perception that                 
our societies are living worse nowadays has increased. 
 
It is true that our world currently faces a large number of challenges today and thanks to the                  
accessibility of information we currently have, we are more aware of this. However, progress              
has been made as never before in matters of public health, education and poverty just to name                 
a few. According to the World Health Organization life expectancy is now 72 years when in the                 
18th century it was between 30 and 40 years (WHO, 2018). In the last century illiteracy                
worldwide has been reduced from 73% in 1910 to 14.7% in 2014 (Our World In Data, 2018).                 
According to World Bank Data in the 1940s people living with less than $1.90 USD per day was                  
around 44% of population, by 2015 it was projected that this value would be around 9.6%.                
These figures show us clearly that we have improved a lot and I know that they are not enough                   
because they tell us that there is still a lot of work to be done when it comes to improving life                     
quality for population around the world. 
 
In a world with lots of improvement to be made, social innovation is one of those concepts that                  
shows what can be achieved to provide solutions for the problems that our societies face.               
Throughout the world, it is increasingly common to see social innovators and social             
entrepreneurs who in creative ways are solving problems related to poverty, education, health,             
human rights and this just to mention some of the many areas where they have an impact. 
 
As the universities are centers for the generation and dissemination of knowledge, they begin to               
take the initiative to train leaders capable of transforming the reality of their environment through               
the promotion of activities related to entrepreneurship and social innovation. While social            
innovation begins to be incorporated into the classroom, we will see more people thinking about               
how to create a better world through new ways of doing things while at the same time starting to                   
create more opportunities to boost social innovation in the communities. 

Defining a University-based Social Innovation Ecosystem.  
Social innovation is a fairly broad definition, so defining what an ecosystem of social innovation               
is can become complicated. WIth this report focusing on an ecosystem of social innovation              
within a university, I would like to define first the following concepts: social innovation, social               
entrepreneurship and social impact. The first two definitions I take them from already published              
material on the topic by social innovation researchers and I made the definition of social impact                
based on the other two definitions.  
 



The publication Social Innovation: What it is, why it matters and how it can be accelerated by                 
Geoff Mulgan provides us with a definition of social innovation that is quite straightforward with               
respect to the objectives that social innovation pursues. The authors provide a short definition              
for social innovation: new ideas that work in meeting social goals. (Mulgan, 2007). A broader               
definition says: 
 
"Innovative activities and services that are motivated by the goal of meeting social need and that                
are predominantly developed and diffused through organizations whose primary purposes are           
social." (Mulgan, 2007). 
 
This definition distinguishes social innovation from business innovation because the second one            
is motivated by maximizing the profits of a company while social innovation is motivated and               
has its objectives on social purposes. The authors also emphasize the difference between             
innovation and improvement, where an improvement only provides an incremental change and            
innovation goes further and provides a completely new way to do something. (Mulgan, 2007). 
 
Another term related to social innovation and the importance of social goals fulfillment, is the               
term social entrepreneurship. Again, the definition of social entrepreneurship can be quite broad             
and it is necessary to limit it. Martin and Osberg in their Getting Beyond Better book talk about                  
the problematic of calling social entrepreneurship every act of leadership that generates public             
benefit since this would make the term both "all and nothing" at the same time (Martin, Osberg,                 
2015). The definition provided by Ashoka -organization dedicated to promoting and supporting            
social entrepreneurs- limits what social entrepreneurship is in a clearly way:  
 
"A market-based, usually sustainable methodology to create social value at the systems-change            
level." (AshokaU, SF.) 
 
From this definition, I want to highlight how social entrepreneurship offers a solution focused on               
the market that manages to generate value and systemic change. This differentiates social             
entrepreneurship from charities and organizations, because the later ones aim to improve living             
conditions of people while social entrepreneurship aims to a systemic change that is sustainable              
and completely transforms the way of how a society works.  
 
But what is the system change that social entrepreneurship can achieve? According to the book               
Getting Beyond Better, this happens at the last transformation stage of social entrepreneurship             
and where a establishment of a new stable equilibrium happens and generates new value for               
society, frees trapped potential or alleviates suffering. At this level of change, the new              
equilibrium is maintained and grows, expanding its benefit throughout society. (Martin, Osberg,            
2015). 
 
Finally, from the definitions I mentioned I was going to do, the social impact definitions needs to                 
be done. Taking the definition of the Oxford Dictionaries for the word impact, we have that                
impact is "a marked effect or influence." (Oxford Dictionaries, 2018). Since social innovation             



focuses in meeting a social need and social entrepreneurship aims to generate social value and               
alleviate suffering, I would like to define social impact in the following way: 
 
“the effect or influence that organizations have in the meeting of social needs and generation of                
social value in society.” 
 
After making these important definitions, now it is necessary to define what would be a               
university ecosystem of social innovation. If social innovation tries to create new solutions that              
solve social problems, a university-based social innovation ecosystem should have the following            
characteristics:  
 

● Be propitious to creativity and innovation. 
● Generates awareness of social and cultural issues in society. 
● Creates new solutions that solve social problems. 
● Students are trained with the necessary skills to act as agents of change in their               

communities. 
● New knowledge is generated by research that can generate social impact. 

 
In order to create an ecosystem favorable for social innovation, universities must align their              
resources to achieve this goal. Among these resources, is the offer of academic courses and               
co-curricular activities, the research carried out by the university, support offered for student             
activities that seek to satisfy social needs and vinculation with the community that is capable of                
supporting the ecosystem. 

Social Innovation Ecosystem at the University of Windsor  
This section explores the existing social innovation ecosystem at the University of Windsor.             
Haleigh King performed an audit on courses offered by the University that incorporate social              
innovation, social impact and social enterprise elements and I go through that information on              
this section. Also, I continue the work started by Haleigh King performing additional key              
informant interviews to professors and students at the University where social innovation in the              
university is discussed. In addition to this work, I performed an audit on the student groups from                 
University that are focusing on social goals.  

Course Offer on Social Innovation, Social Impact and Social         
Entrepreneurship 
The method to obtain the courses regarding social innovation, social impact and social             
innovation is described by Haileigh as an online audit through the course catalogue available              
online. The following words were searched within each course description: “social innovation,”            
“social change” and “social entrepreneurship” within each department and program offered.           
Since special topics courses do not include course descriptions it is likely that this audit may                
have missed courses in special topics. 



The number of courses pertaining social innovation according to the audit is 28. Courses are               
listed next filtered by Faculty.  
 
Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences (18 courses) 

● FAHSS: Ways of Knowing Selected Topics 
● Practical Strategies for Social Change 
● Practicum in Social Change  
● Science, Ethics and Social Policy  
● Social Justice in Action  
● Being Heard- Advocating for Social Change  
● Practicum in Social Justice  
● Speaking Truth to Power: Voice and Activism (School of Dramatic Arts) 
● Theatre for Social Action (School of Dramatic Arts) 
● Green Corridor (School of Creative Arts)  
● Aeronautics Leadership- Ways of Knowing: Selected Topics  
● General Faculty of Arts, Social Science and Humanities- Ways of Knowing  
● Anthropology, Sociology, Criminology- Morals, Markets and Myths  
● Community Psychology (Department of Psychology)  
● Community Approaches, Advocacy and Empowerment (School of Social Work) 
● Service Delivery Systems and Independent Living (School of Social Work)  
● Globalization, Development and Social Change 
● Social Justice and Global Change 

 
Faculty of Nursing (1 course) 
Issues in Global Health  
 

Odette School of Business (6 courses) 
● Business Ethics and Environmental Sustainability  
● Business Ethics in a Global Context  
● International Human Resources Management 
● Business Process and Data Analytics 
● Odette MBA Module 3- Business Ethics and Sustainability  
● Social Entrepreneurship  

 
Faculty of Science (3 courses) 
Introduction to Environmental Science (Earth and Environmental Science) 
Life Choices and Economics (Economics)  
Science - Service Learning  
 
No courses were listed from the Faculties of Engineering, Law, Education and Human Kinetics.              
It is to consider that the Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences is the one with more                  
courses offer on the topic because of the focus it has on social sciences and the greater number                  
of departments inside the Faculty.  



From the previous list of course I identified similarities on the topics for the courses. For                
example in Business and Social Science there are courses addressing ethics.           
Environment-related topics are taught in Business, Science, Psychology and Dramatic Arts.           
Also, topics related to government and justice are taught at the FAHSS and the Faculty of                
Science through the Economics Department.  
 
When it comes to education in social innovation, social impact and social entrepreneurship,             
practicum content is common because this helps develop a set of skills in the students that can                 
be used towards social change. I want to expand more on courses identified on this audit that                 
offer practicum content or are project based so we can get to know the current experiential                
learning experience that our students are having at the University of Windsor.  
 
The Social Entrepreneurship course taught by Dr. Kent Walker has as a final examination              
working with an existing social enterprise or non-profit organization after students are exposed             
to theory on the topic. The Practicum in Social Justice places students with organizations              
dedicated to pursue social justice and are assigned a major project completed under             
supervision of the professor and the organization.  
 
In the Social Justice for action course, after assessing strategies and frameworks for social              
change, students create social action messages that raise public awareness and aim to             
influence policy and create a positive change in attitudes and behaviours. In the Being Heard-               
Advocating for Social Change students prepare action plans that address the needs of those              
communities whose voices are undervalued in public discussion.  
 
The School of Dramatic Art offers a cross-disciplinary course called Green Corridor that             
proposes various strategies for the creation and realization of public environmentally-aware art            
projects. Course work contributes to the creation of a City of Windsor/University of Windsor              
Green Corridor. Areas of investigation during the course will include environmental study, the             
social and political functions of public art in contemporary culture, the public creative process,              
the importance of public education in the development of community-based projects, marketing            
of public art and environmental awareness. The course is the collaborative outcome of             
international artist, Noel Harding - that acts as a mentor - and professor, Rod Strickland.  
 
Another interesting practicum course is the Bystander Initiative where students can take two             
courses: Practical Strategies For Social Change: Intervening To Prevent Sexual Assault and            
Practicum In Social Change. Students work on a common social issue with people from a broad                
range of backgrounds, life experience and fields of study. The courses incorporate sexual             
assault prevention education into the University Curriculum and are designed to produce a             
series of changes in students’ thinking and behaviour. Students that take courses are prepared              
to lead workshops of this initiative.  



Student Groups with Social Goals  
A good way to other the impact that our students are having in their community is through their                  
activities. I conducted an audit of the student groups that perform activities related to social               
goals. I classified their activities according to the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals to get a               
clear view of the problems our student community is trying to solve.  
 
To select the groups on this list, I searched on the student groups website available here. I                 
specifically looked at each group description and filter those pursuing social impact. There are              
some student groups included on the list that support charities through raise funding, charities              
are not considered part of social entrepreneurship umbrella but I decided to include those              
groups because of the social advocacy and awareness they create in the university community. 
 
There are identified 51 student groups that are performing activities toward social goals. If the               
numbers on the UWSA website are updated, this means that at least 748 students are involved                
in those students groups. The classification of the groups according to the U.N. Sustainable              
Development Goals is listed in the table below:  
  

UN Sustainable Development Goal Student groups with related work 

3. Good Health and Well-being 13 

4. Quality Education 2 

5. Gender Equality 8 

8. Decent Work and Economic Growth 1 

9. Industry Innovation and Infrastructure 1 

10. Reduces Inequalities 12 

11. Sustainable Cities and Communities 2 

12. Responsible Consumption and Production 1 

13. Climate Action 3 

16. Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions 7 

17. Partnerships for the Goals. 1 

 
We can observe that the work of the student groups is mainly focused on health, wellbeing,                
reduce inequalities and gender equality. Next, I want to highlight some students groups that at               
least in their description outstand from others.  
 
Right to Play is a group that aims to educate and empower and educate children facing                
adversity. They do this helping children build essential life skills through sports and games.              
Seventh Generation Projects group is creating a project called TerraSpoons which will use food              
waste to create dried cutlery that can be recycled and composted. 

https://www.campusvibe.ca/campusvibe/campus/b3dec320-64b6-413d-bb5e-dcd3afa78737/


VOICES group advocates for women’s issues, educating student community on the effects of             
violence in the lives of women and provide the tools necessary to motivate women to break the                 
cycle of violence. Women in Engineering group aims to bring both males and females together               
to encourage a more diverse and accepting Engineering program here at the University of              
Windsor. 
 
I think that a good way to have more students involved in social innovation activities directly will                 
be offering activities that directly target their interest. Having that the student groups are              
focusing more on health, wellbeing, reduce inequalities and gender equality, it will be nice to               
explore the possibility of offering academic and non-academic experiences that help them            
develop their understanding of those topics and motivate them to act towards social impact on               
these areas beyond their work in student groups activities. Social Entrepreneurship is a good              
card to sell to students passionate about their work in student groups because it provides them                
with the opportunity to start a sustainable organization based on the work they are currently               
doing.  

Faculty Fellows Key Informant Interviews  
Haleigh King had the opportunity to interview 3 students from Enactus. I had the opportunity to 
interview 10 students more. More students were contacted to set up a meeting but have no 
success. The questions for the interview can be consulted here.  
 
Awareness of Social Innovation  
92% of students interviewed said they were familiar with the term social innovation. When 
students were asked to provide their own definition all of them included the social or sustainable 
in the definition. Some definitions are “Innovative solutions developed to reach sustainable 
change and equality” and “Social innovation is when an idea is invented to serve a social 
purpose or solve an issue in the community, or help disadvantaged groups.” 
 
Students said that they have been experiencing social innovation mainly in their studies at the 
University of Windsor (61.5%) and through extracurricular at the University of Windsor (53.8%). 
Other students mentioned Enactus, volunteering activities and internships.  
 
Current Ecosystem  
When asked about awareness on any course including social innovation 61.5% answered yes 
while 38.5% answered no. The Social Entrepreneurship course of Dr. Kent Walker was again 
mentioned as well as the Toastmasters group at Odette. 
 
When about identifying where students would look for opportunities in social innovation a 
common answer was through internet either a google search or in the University website. 3 
Students also mentioned EPICentre.  
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdap61qX0q46lys_Y7LsgjPq37k6qtSH6l-W7R3QxIMzVlqlw/viewform


When asked about if they believe that the University of Windsor has enough opportunities in 
Social Innovation, 77% of students said yes while 23% said no. Explanations on they answer 
varied broadly but the one that said yes mentioned that there was room for offering more 
opportunities. A student mentioned that if these opportunities were more popular, student would 
be more aware of the topic. Another student mentioned that there should be more classes 
available outside of the entrepreneurship classes because those are the only one that teach 
about social innovation. Another comment mentioned that courses are more focused on the 
theory and don’t give students access to a business network or bring in individuals with 
involvement in the community.  
 
Expanding on the current offer on social innovation, a student mentioned the Social Innovation 
Summit EPICentre held on the beginning of 2018. The student mentioned that it was a good 
experience and considered the event should be held once again. 
 
Expanding Social Innovation  
When it comes to EPICentre supporting students interested in social innovation, they mentioned 
that they would like to have more networking opportunities, pitch competitions and workshops. 
Panel events and speaker series were also frequent answers.  
 
Students were asked to recommend any current academic partners for EPICentre to explore the 
field. Organizations mentioned include W5, Downtown Business Accelerator, Rotary, We Fight, 
WEST, Faculty of Science, Dr. Kent Walker, Downtown Mission. Exploring some areas of the 
arts was also mentioned as a suggestion.  
 
When asked to identify social enterprises in Windsor, 61.5% of students mentioned they do not 
identify a social enterprise in Windsor while 38.5% mentioned they do. Social Enterprises 
mentioned include Textbooks for Change, Greener Bins, New Roots, Drama as a Second 
Language, Access Community Garden, Heavenly Twist and Twisted Apron. 

Student Informant Interviews  
Haleigh King had the opportunity to interview 8 EPICentre Faculty Fellows and 1 Faculty. I had 
the opportunity to interview 3 EPICentre Faculty Fellows and 1 EPICentre staff. More professors 
and staff was contacted during the summer to set up a meeting with no success. The question 
used for the interview can be consulted here.  
 
Awareness of Social Innovation  
80% of professors said they were familiar with the term social innovation while 20% indicated 
that they were no familiar. 60% of professors added their own definition of social innovation. A 
quoted definition of social innovation used by a professor is “Improving the wellbeing of society 
or a segment of society and should involve some way of delivering value” while another 
professor added to this same definition that social innovation occurs both in the private and 
public sectors.  



 
Current Ecosystem  
When asked about awareness on any course that includes social innovation a common 
reference was Dr. Kent Walker Class on Social Innovation. Courses in the Faculty of Arts, 
Humanities and Social Sciences were also referenced. It was noted by a professor that there 
could be some social innovation courses at the Faculty of Nursing but with a more social justice 
approach than an entrepreneurial one.  
 
Informants were asked to identify how social innovation is taught at the University, if it was from: 
a single disciplinary, interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approach. Results were as follow:  
16% said single disciplinary.  
25% said interdisciplinary. 
59% said multidisciplinary.  
Only one informant mentioned that he has taught a course on social innovation. When asked 
about if the University of Windsor should consider adding more courses on the topic of social 
innovation, 66% indicated yes while 33% indicated no.  
 
Expanding Social Innovation  
Informants were asked to explain on how EPICentre can expand on social innovation. 
Suggestions in the responses were:  
Fellows themselves needs educating. 
Connect social ventures with academia for learning and experiential learning 
Opportunities. 
Working with the City of Windsor to identify the intersection point between social innovation and 
opportunities for academia and students. 
Engage international students more concretely to learn about issues within their home countries 
which may be addressed by socially innovative solutions. 
Make a marketing effort, figure out what is the interest of the community right now. Struct 
programming according to the market identified, get the community familiar with the topic.  
Look into social work, nursing  and gender studies departments because they have research 
projects that have some entrepreneurial focus. 
 
When asked to identify areas of opportunity, collaboration or partnerships, respondents 
suggested a multitude of different “out of the box” actors, promoting cross collaboration, 
multidisciplinary connections and engagement outside of the classroom.These suggested 
included: Faculty of Education, WeTech Alliance, United Way, Charities, Do Good Deli, For the 
Love of Laundry, Art Council of Windsor, Greener Beans, City of Windsor Government, 4th Wall 
Music Organization, City parks, local school boards and retirement. 
 
 



Benchmark with other universities  
This section of the report focuses on exploring how other universities are managing their social               
innovation, social impact and social entrepreneurship initiatives and made an analysis of their             
current work on this matter. For each university, I go through their academic courses and               
co-curricular activities offering regarding social innovation and student-community-led efforts,         
research generated on the topics and existing vinculation with the community that supports             
social innovation on campus. The information on this section has been obtained from             
information available publicly from each university.  
 
The universities I will be focusing on are four:  

● Ryerson University (Toronto, Ontario, Canada).  
● Laurier University (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada).  
● Georgian College (Barrie, Ontario, Canada). 
● Tecnológico de Monterrey, Guadalajara Campus (Guadalajara, Jalisco, México).  

 
These four universities are recognized by Ashoka as Changemaker Campus. The           
Changemaker Campus Designation by Ashoka recognizes higher education institutions         
interested in building in the field of social innovation and that have existing social innovation               
ecosystems (Ashoka U, 2018). The first three universities are located in Ontario, Canada, so              
through this benchmark I hope that anyone reading this report can get familiar with the social                
innovation ecosystems in universities in Ontario. The fourth university is located in Mexico and              
is my current place of study, I decided to explore this university because I am already familiar                 
with the ecosystem there and I believe that also it would be also interesting to explore what is                  
being done in another country.  
 

Ryerson University  
Ryerson university is located in Toronto, Ontario and it’s the fourth largest university in North               
America. They offer 62 undergraduate programs, 55 graduate programs and have more than 55              
research institutes and labs. They are home to 43’000 students and their main campus is               
located in Downtown Toronto. They have a website dedicated to social innovation which was              
one of the main sources of information for this section.  
 
Courses Offering.  
Ryerson University in their website list 47 courses as part of their social innovation and               
entrepreneurship-based electives that are open to all students in the university. This courses             
are offered within different disciplines that include Chemistry, Computer Science, Creative           
Industries, Economics, Entrepreneurship & Strategy, Fashion, Food Security, Geography,         
Hospitality / Tourism, IT Management, Politics and Public Administration, Psychology and Urban            
Planning.  

https://www.ryerson.ca/socialinnovation/students/education/


 
Specifically on the topic of social entrepreneurship they offer the course ‘ENT 627 - Social               
Entrepreneurship and Changemaking’ which is an experiential learning courses that provides           
education content and coaching to students currently engage in social entrepreneurship and            
changemaking projects. On this course, students form multi-disciplinary teams to work.  
 
The university also provides a list of off-campus training on social innovation. This list is               
comprehended of courses and certificates external to Ryerson and many of them online. Also,              
some programs in social innovation are listed as the York Entrepreneurship Development            
Institute Program or the The Banff Centre - Social Innovation Residency.  
 
Co-curricular programs, opportunities and student initiatives supporting social        
innovation.  
Ryerson seeks to increase engagement of students in social innovation through workshops and             
events and helping students to develop skills in social innovation. They offer institutional support              
to social entrepreneurs allow them to execute and ideas and accelerate social startups. They              
work towards addressing social problems is inspired by the United Nations Sustainable            
Development Goals.  
Programs outside of the classroom offered by Ryerson on the field include the Summer              
Company Program and the Alternative Spring Break Program. The first one teaches students             
how to run their own business while they have a job during the summer. The other program                 
provides students with volunteering experience in developing countries while they experience           
and learn from another culture.  
 
Another offering addressing directly the topic of social innovation is the Social Ventures Zone, a               
program that allows students to pursue their ideas for social change at any stage of               
development. The Social Ventures Zone incorporates is a collaborative, hands-on experience           
open to students to explore social innovation through entrepreneurship. Curriculum and StartUp            
School modules are offered.  
 
Ryerson offers a program that supports research and student projects focused issues that             
immigrants face in the areas of employment, entrepreneurship, social engagement, mental           
health and consumer behaviour. This project is called Partnership for Change: The RBC             
Immigrant, Diversity and Inclusion Project.  
 
They also offer funding for student projects through the Project-Fund Allocation Committee for             
Students and Social Enterprise Demonstration Fund (SEDF). Ryerson also connects students           
with competition such as the Hult Prize, the Ashoka Changemaker Challenges, the Canadian             
Global Impact competition and ImagineNation. 
 
Students at Ryerson can also attend events and Workshops related to social innovation and              
entrepreneurship. The university list the events on their social innovation website, so they are              
accessible to students and faculty interested on the topic.  



 
Another resource available on their website are students groups with initiatives related to social              
innovation. The website provides name of the group, description and contact information to join              
the student group. They have a Enactus group such as the University of Windsor and they a                 
Changemakers group as Tecnológico de Monterrey Guadalajara Campus does. There is also a             
list of resources for Off-Campus groups, networks, incubators and makerspace.  
 
Research Activities 
On their social innovation website they list the Ryerson Research Institutions that have             
mandates that include social objectives. Institutes include Canadian Research Network for Care            
in the Community, Centre for Global Health and Health Equity, Centre for Health and Risk               
Populations, Centre for Indigenous Governance, Centre for Labour Management Research,          
Centre For Studies in Food Security, Centre for Urban Energy, Centre for Voluntary Sector              
Studies, Diversity Institute and Entrepreneurship Research Institute.  
 
The same website also provides a list of publication were researchers across faculties are              
actively exploring and contributing to the area of social innovation across a number of              
disciplines. Publications address immigration, diversity, community wellbeing, social cohesion,         
entrepreneurship, employment, education, health, gender equality, food consumption and         
climate change. In the same page as their publications they highlight outstanding student past              
and current projects.  
 
Vinculation  
When it comes to vinculation, Ryerson says that they try to build relationships between social               
innovation initiatives and communities to connect changemakers and help create better social            
impact. On their website they list these connections they have. This connections include:             
Ashoka Changemakers Campuses Network, Canadian CED Network, Centre for Social          
Innovation, Hacker’s Nest, Mars, Impact Hub, SE Ontario, Social Innovation Exchange, Social            
Innovation Generation and Venture for Canada.  

Wilfrid Laurier University 
WIlfrid Laurier university is located on Waterloo, Ontario. They are home to 19’500 students,              
have 9 faculties and more than 20 research centres and institutes. As Ryerson, they have a                
website dedicated to  social innovation.  
 
Courses Offering.  
They offer three social entrepreneurship courses: SE200 - How to Change the World: An              
Introduction to Social Entrepreneurship, SE300 - Developing a Social Venture and SE400 -             
Capstone Course in Social Entrepreneurship. Other courses related to social innovation are            
UU101 - Perspectives on Sustainability, CMEG300 - Introduction to Community Engagement,           
GS398 - Field Course on Global Studies, SE330 - Social Innovation in the City and SE350 -                 



Social Innovation and Culture. A Social Entrepreneurship Undergraduate Program option is           
available through taking this courses.  
 
Some of these courses are offered through the C3 Innovation Lab, a centre that offers hands-on                
education experience with impact in the community. Also, Laurier University has a community             
engagement option that helps students explore the concepts of social inclusion, local            
democracy and community enterprise. 
 
Co-curricular offering 
On their website Laurier provides a roadmap for students to become involved in             
entrepreneurship and social innovation. This roadmap provides options for each years the            
students are coursing. First years students are encouraged to become involved at Startup             
Laurier to explore their entrepreneurial ambitions, Enactus is also suggested to first year             
students and the Social Innovation Projects offers workshops and labs to help development of              
social entrepreneurship ideas. For second year and third years students are encouraged to             
course some of the courses listed above. For last year students, they recommend applying to               
LaunchPad for the opportunity to launch a new venture.  
 
They also offer a Purpose Lab where students, faculty and staff work together on social               
innovation projects. C3 Innovation Lab offers internship to students to help them understand             
social challenges in the community to create solutions. 
 
Research  
On their research centres webpage there is listed the Social Innovation Research Group, not              
specific information is provided about the group’s activities regarding the topic.  
 
Vinculation  
The university mentions partnerships with Communitech, Waterloo’s region innovation Centre.          
They mention partnerships with the cities and local communities but don’t give more             
information.  

Georgian College 
Georgian College is a college of 11’000 students. They have 7 campuses in Central Ontario.               
They offer 125+ market programs and they have entrepreneurship embedded in some of them.  
 
Courses Offering 
The Centre for Social Innovation website of the University does not provide information on              
courses offering so I have to search on other ppages to find courses offer related to the topic.                  
They do offer the ENTR1000 Social Entrepreneurship Course that offers a practical introduction             
to social entrepreneurship. The course focuses on key concepts in the emerging field of social               
innovation in Canada. In this courses students investigate the role and challenges facing a              
“corporate social entrepreneur” and create a business model for a social enterprise. 



 
They offer two majors related to social innovation:  

● Social Entrepreneurship in the nonprofit sector (2 semesters).  
● Community Development and Social Innovation (4 semesters). 

This majors have the following courses:  
● SENP1001 - Social Entrepreneurship and Social Innovation Perspectives  
● SENP1002 - Managing Social Enterprises in the Nonprofit Sector 
● SENP1003 - Design Thinking and Ideation 
● SENP1004 - Financial Sustainability in the Nonprofit Sector 
● SENP1005 - Measuring, Evaluating and Scaling Social Enterprise 
● SENP1006 - Business Planning for Social Enterprises in the Nonprofit Sector 
● SENP1008 - Social Entrepreneurship Launch Pad  
● CDSI1000 Introduction to Community Development and Social Innovation 
● CDSI1002 Community Service Learning and Contemporary Social Issues 
● CDSI2001 Community Impact and Evaluation Methodologies 
● ENTR1004 Social Entrepreneurship 
● FNCE2015 Social Finance 
● GNED1011 Developing Leadership 
● HURM2006 Human Resource Practices in the Community Sector 
● MKTG2037 Public Relations and Marketing in the Community Sector 
● SSWK1013 Social Welfare and Political Ideologies 
● SSWK2006 Community Development: Advocacy for Social and Economic Justice 
● SSWK2014 Community Practice in Social Service Work 

 
Co-curricular offering.  
The Centre for Changemaking and Social Innovation provides hands-on experiences to develop            
skills related to social innovation and social entrepreneurship.  
 
They have a Community Service Learning program that integrates community service with            
instruction and reflection to enrich the learning experience, teach civic responsability and            
strengthen communities.  
 
Also, they have the Community Projects Initiative that allows students to develop social             
entrepreneurial skills and mindset through experience, resulting in innovation and transformative           
social change in the community. Teams for the CPI are matched with a community partner that                
has identified gap in services.  
 
Another resource that the university has is the United Front Workshop Series where students              
collaborate with professionals, social services and community organizations to gain information,           
insight and knowledge from real-time changemakers. They also offer a co-curricular record that             
recognizes work and skills developed through participation.  
 



Georgian College host an event called Changemaker Wednesday where students, faculty and            
community partners are invited to join and learn about social entrepreneurship, pitch social             
enterprise ideas and network with more people interested in social innovation.  
 
Georgian college also has a changemaker student club, same as Ryerson and Tec de              
Monterrey. They also started a network called Social Enterprise Network of Central Ontario that              
aims to connect those interested in social enterprise in the region where Georgian has its               
colleges campuses located.  
 
Research.  
Georgian College website does not offer information on research regarding the topic of social              
innovation and social entrepreneurship. I think that this is due to the fact that a college is more                  
career-oriented than academic-oriented than universities.  
 
Vinculation. 
Georgian College got awarded Government of Ontario’s Social Demonstration Fund to support            
a project focused on growing social enterprise across campus. I couldn’t find more information              
available on vinculation regarding social innovation and social entrepreneurship.  

Tecnológico de Monterrey in Guadalajara  
Tecnológico de Monterrey, Guadalajara Campus is home to 9’000 thousand students. The            
campus offers majors in business, engineering, health sciences, social science and           
government, architecture, art, design and humanities. Campus Guadalajara is one of the three             
main campuses of Tecnológico de Monterrey along with Monterrey and Mexico City campuses.  
 
Courses Offering 
Campus Guadalajara offers the Social Entrepreneurship course within the business school, it is             
open to students from all schools. This course is project-based, students generate and evaluate              
a viable social business proposal. The Business Model Canvas and Lean Startup            
methodologies are used on the course.  
 
Tecnológico de Monterrey, Chiapas Campus offers a Minor in Social Innovation with the             
following courses: Socially and Environmentally Responsible Companies, Design for         
Sustainability and Social Innovation, Global Entrepreneurship for Social Change, Leadership for           
Entrepreneurial Development, Fundamentals and Implications of Sustainable Development and         
Creativity and Innovation for Problem Solving.  
 
The undergraduate program in Social Transformation offered in Monterrey Campus has           
concentrations in International Cooperation for Development, International Entrepreneurship,        
Environmental Management, Social Innovation and, Leadership and Social Responsibility.  
 



All undergraduate students at Tec course the CItizenship and Democracy course where            
students develop community projects in terms of democracy and citizen participation. Social            
Responsibility topics are teached to all undergraduate students in the Professional Ethics senior             
course.  
 
Another modality of courses involving social innovation is the i-semester with humanistic            
outlook. A challenge is made to students at the beginning of the semester, this challenge aims                
to meet a social need through the development of a solution during the semesters. This               
challenge is made by professors in collaboration with an external institution to Tec. A group of                
courses support the i-semester but these courses are completely conducted in a experiential             
and practical way to allow students apply their knowledge to the challenge solution.  
 
Co-Curricular Offering.  
Required by Education Law in Mexico, 480 hours of social service are a graduation requirement               
for all undergraduate students in the country. Specifically at Tecnológico de Monterrey            
campuses, students should be involved in at least 3 academic terms in social service              
co-curricular activities to complete the requirement of hours. Students are expected to            
contribute in a professional context to the generation of proposals for addressing, diminishing or              
solving the key social issues faced by society. Example of activities include: service projects in               
non-profit organizations, development of social ventures through entrepreneurship, organization         
of community events with social impact.  
 
Central de Cambio (Change Central) is the institution space dedicated to support social             
innovation through entrepreneurship. Campus Guadalajara also has a Changemaker student          
group where students interested in social innovation collaborate, it is vinculated with Central de              
Cambio.  
 
The Honors Social Entrepreneurship Program is offered by Central de Cambio where students             
take a special social entrepreneurship course and can get up to 200 hours of social service                
developing a social venture. Students from all majors are encouraged to apply. The program              
has different components to help students reflect about their role as potential social             
entrepreneurs including a visit to Mexico City’s social entrepreneurship ecosystem hosted by            
Ashoka Latin America.  
 
Social Entrepreneurship Hub is another program at Tec, is a co-curricular program for students              
developing social ventures. Workshops and mentoring are provided to students to help them             
develop their social value proposition and business model. Projects in this program can apply to               
become a social service project and have more students contributing to these projects. The              
program lasts for a year.  
 
Changemaker Day is a social entrepreneurship festival organized by Tecnológico de Monterrey.            
The purpose is to enrich the ecosystem so that participants become social entrepreneurs.             
Alumni that are social entrepreneurs are invited to share their stories, there are more than 30                



speakers sharing their experiences as social entrepreneurs including Ashoka Fellows. There           
are also networking events for students starting social ventures with social leaders.  
 
Al first semester undergraduate students participate in the Entrepreneurial Challenge each year.            
It is a 8-week challenge where seed capital (around $140 CAD) is given to students formed in                 
teams and they have to invest this money to generate profits during this period of time. All                 
profits are allocated by students to projects that have social impact.  
 
Research 
Tecnológico de Monterrey has a research group within the Business School focused on             
research in social innovation. On the website Faculty involved in this research groups is listed               
as well as publications made by the group. The group is based in Mexico City. Research lines of                  
the group are: 
• Ethics and social responsibility 
• Innovation of responsible and sustainable business models 
• Social entrepreneurship and high value startups 
• Social impact evaluation 
• Social innovation 
• Sustainable clusters 
• Virtual work groups 
  
The School of Government and Public transformation has a research group focusing on Public              
Entrepreneurship and Innovation. This research group focuses on entrepreneurship and public           
productivity, public policy construction and the technology impact in the public policy. They             
mention social innovation as one of the ways to develop new ways of making politics and                
citizenship. This research group supports the Entrepreneurship and Transformation Laboratory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



University-wide Recommendations  
In this section I list recommendations to strengthen our current social innovation ecosystem.             
These recommendations consider the findings of this report.  

● Have a unified language and understanding of social innovation, social entrepreneurship           
and social impact across the university. This would help to a better understanding of              
social innovation, social enterprise and social impact in the community and I consider will              
also help align a common and multidisciplinary understanding of the topic.  

● Define a role for social innovation as part of the university organizational structure.             
University of Windsor Mission Statement is “Enabling people to make a better world             
through education, scholarship, research and engagement.” Are social innovation, social          
enterprise and social impact part of a way to enabling people to make a better world?  

● Identify stakeholders in social innovation across campus and generate an open           
communication mechanism to create engagement on the topic. Ashoka suggests for this            
groups members from different faculties, administrators and staff, student government          
representatives, social entrepreneurs, community partners and students.  

● Consider expanding social innovation and social entrepreneurship courses offering.         
Have at least one introductory course open to all students is suggested by Ashoka. After               
having an introductory course, develop more advance courses for students interesting in            
focusing in social innovation and social entrepreneurship.  

● Evaluate how social innovation, social impact and social entrepreneurship can start           
being embedded in current courses offering. Some courses can touch some aspects of             
these topics or develop projects that apply knowledge of courses towards solving a             
social problem.  

● Expand co-curricular offering in Social Innovation to engage students outside the           
classroom and provide the opportunity to them to develop skills on the topics. As this               
report mentioned students are interested in panel and networking events, speakers,           
competitions and workshops. Develop opportunities that are appealing to students from           
different faculties is important since there exists the perception on the community that             
social innovation is just for business students. 

● Explore the possibility of producing multi-disciplinary research in social innovation, social           
innovation education, social entrepreneurship and social impact. Provide incentives to          
faculty, staff and students interested in performing research on the field.  

● Define a pathway for students in social innovation (Curriculum and co-curriculum).  
● Help faculty and staff grow their expertise in social innovation to eventually innovate in              

the curriculum and co-curriculum. Identify and support existing multi-disciplinary         
collaboration among students, faculty and staff in social innovation. 

● Define a way to measure our social innovation impact and student learning outcomes on              
the topic.  

● Design a social innovation website for the university to showcase curriculum,           
co-curricular activities, research, activities, events, resources and vinculation on social          
innovation.  



Recommendations for EPICentre 
● Host again the Social Innovation festival held in Winter 2018. Aim to make it eventually a                

festival of social innovation. Changemaker Day festival in Tec de Monterrey could be a              
great inspiration. My suggestion includes having workshops, speakers, panels and          
networking activities. Try to host activities that are appealing to students from different             
faculties e.g. social innovators and entrepreneurs doing stuff on health, education,           
government, environment, etc.  

● Expand the surveys started by Haleigh King. Focus more on Faculty and students out of               
the business faculty. This would help to have a less biased survey and would led to                
better conclusions.  

● Explore entrepreneurship and innovation in the public sector to create ventures that            
operate in traditionally public domains. The concept for this is Public Entrepreneurship            
and it is a big opportunity for multidisciplinary collaboration. 

● Take the initiative to develop and host a social innovation webpage. I suggest taking              
inspiration from the social innovation site from Ryerson University. This would also be             
good for EPICentr exposure.  

● Teach social innovators and entrepreneurs to measure impact and capture the value            
they generate.  

● Reach out to courses covering some social innovation aspects and help develop            
activities of interest that can help develop changemaking skills in students and create             
more awareness of social problems. 

● Take the leadership and recommend applying for a Changemaker Campus Designation.           
This process can help to align and expand even more social innovation in the campus               
and provide new opportunities to network for the university community. EPICentre can            
lead the efforts on the accreditation process.  

● Create and manage the community of stakeholders in social innovation at the university             
according to the recommendation in the previous section.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 



Conclusions  
There are good opportunities to keep expanding programming around social innovation and            
strengthen current efforts. Initiatives as the Green Corridor or the Bystander Initiative are good              
examples of how social innovation can start being incorporated in our curriculum. Also, there              
are some cases where students are already working with social innovation project but they don’t               
really see them that way because they are now more focused on structuring a business model                
to make their idea of a solution work. There is a rising social innovation ecosystem at the                 
University that needs more attention on support but it is taking a good direction on their own.  
 
When contacting professors, some of them showed no interest and one of them directly              
mentioned that wouldn’t be able to bring anything on the topic of social innovation. I think that is                  
mainly because social innovation and social entrepreneurship are seen within our community            
under the business umbrella when actually those concepts are much broader than that and              
benefit from partnerships across different disciplines. This represents an opportunity to work on             
creating multidisciplinary partnerships within the university to create a common understanding           
on the topic and start expanding programming.  
 
During the summer, I identified some social entrepreneurship that are students and alumni of              
the University. It is important to keep a close contact with them and keep supporting them                
because they have projects with huge social potential. Eventually, from their experience, our             
student can benefit if they become speakers or mentors on social innovation because this is a                
resource that is scarce in the community. 
 
Exploring partnerships with other universities would be great. There are opportunities in Ontario             
to explore, learn and share on the topics. The university can start taking advantage of existing                
resources through this and become eventually a relevant actor on the topic.  
 
To end this conclusion, I want to mention that when it comes to social innovation, not just the                  
university but the entire community of social innovators and entrepreneurs, is at the beginning of               
a journey and not at the end of one. Social innovation is been an emerging field in the last years                    
and it is on us to keep strengthening the amazing efforts already being done and start educating                 
a new community of changemakers around the world. The entire world can benefit from              
partnerships and collaboration done to fuel social innovation and social enterprise and for this,              
we need to start taking the first steps, dreaming of a better world and acting towards it.  
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